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QUIZ
Answer by circling the right answer. Each right answer is worth 1 point, each wrong answer -1 point, each
unanswered question 0 point (minimum grade 0). This sheet has two sides. The use of any game material
(books, cards, etc.) is prohibited.
Rules quiz (/10) :
1. One Knight Exemplar is directly hit by the AOE ranged attack of a Ravagore. 3 more Knights
Exemplar are under the template. When are the bonuses of Bond of Brotherhood (+1 ARM per
trooper destroyed) applied?
a) After resolving the direct hit damage roll, then c) Only after resolving all four damage rolls.
after resolving all three blast damage rolls.
b) After resolving each damage roll sequentially.
d) Before any damage roll.
2. Lord Arbiter Hexeris can channel spells through a bonded Cyclops Brute (Reach ). The Cyclops
Brute engages a Kayazi Assassin while being in the Assassin’s back arc. Can Lord Arbiter Hexeris
channel an offensive animus through the Brute targeting the Kayazi Assassin?
a) Yes.
c) No, he cannot channel animi.
b) Only if the Brute is between 0.5 and 2 inches d) No, he cannot channel while the channeler is in
away from the Assassin.
melee.
3. Out of stupidity or because of the absence of the relevant marker, Warwitch Deneghra casts
Crippling Grasp (upkeep, -2 DEF on the target) on a unit that already has Crippling Grasp on it. Does
her magic attack roll benefit from the -2 DEF of the first instance of Crippling Grasp?
a) Yes, the spell expires only when the target is hit.
c) No, the spell expires as soon as the focus is paid.
b) Yes, the spell expires only after the attack roll.
d) No, the spell expires as soon as the player
announces he casts the spell a second time.
4. During its normal movement, a unit passes within Terror distance of a model with Terror. When do
you check for Terror?
a) Immediately.
c) At the end of the activation of the unit.
b) At the end of the movement of the unit.
d) At the end of the turn.
5. In Steamroller 2012, are the Objectives automatically hit in melee?
a) Yes, they are stationary targets.
c) No.
b) Yes, they are structures.
d) It depends on the type of Objective.
The five following questions all refer to the diagram below. All models close enough to be B2B are B2B.

6. Has the Wraith Engine line of sight on the Woldwatcher on the Hill ?
a) Yes.
b) No.
7. Has Gorman line of sight on Kromac ?
a) Yes.

b) No.

8. Has the Woldwatcher line of sight on the Revenant Cannon Grunt A?
a) Yes.
b) No.
9. Can Darragh Wrathe charge the Woldwatcher ?
a) Yes.
b) No.
10. Has Kromac line of sight on the Wraith Engine ?
a) Yes.
b) No.

Background quiz (/10) :
11. To which warcaster is the warjack Triumph bonded ?
a) Jeremiah Kraye.
c) Markus Brisbane.
b) Allister Caine.
d) Asheth Magnus.
12. How old (approximately) is Master Ascetic Naaresh?
a) 50 years.
c) 200 years.
b) 100 years.
d) 1000 years.
13. Which nation does the sorcerer called the Ragman come from?
a) Ord.
c) Cygnar.
b) Llael.
d) Cryx.
14. Calder and Laris are two of the three moons of Caen, but what is the third?
a) Artis.
c) Kaya.
b) Celes.
d) Cyriss.
15. Which House of Ios built the Arcantrik Force Generator?
a) House Nyarr, the house of Vyros.
c) House Vyre, the House of Ossyan.
b) House Shyeel, the house of Rahn.
d) No house in particular.
16. What is the title of Farilor, captain of the Legionnaires of Everblight?
a) Great Saber of the Prophet.
c) Consul of the Prophet.
b) Bladeguard of the Prophet.
d) Sigil of the Prophet.
17. On which chassis is the Protectorate warjack Sanctifier built?
a) Redeemer
c) Reckoner
b) Repenter
d) Vanquisher
18. How are the leaders-shamans of Gatormen tribes called ?
a) Bokor
c) Bakar
b) Bokur
d) Barack
19. From which body of the Khadoran army does Harkevich, the Iron Wold, come?
a) The Greylords
c) The Man’O’Wars
b)The Iron Fangs
d) The Winter Guard
20. Who taught Borka Kegslayer to control Dire Trolls?
a) Madrak Irondhide
c) Skaldi Bonehammer
b) Hoarluk Doomshaper
d) Calandra Truthsayer

